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ABOUT MEDIVENTORS 

What gave RISE to the merSETA ViroVent Innovation Skills 
Challenge? 
With the SA outbreak of COVID in 2020 it was decided that the country needed to 
develop skills for medical device innovation – while using COVID as backdrop to 
learn about satisfying real-world medical industrialisation demands. Various parties 
including the National Ventilator Project (NVP), MerSETA and others initiated the 
challenge. A tender process was instituted for applicants to be selected. 

Who are the MediVentors? 

Various parties got together under the lead of UCT, namely UKZN, WITS, CPUT and 
NTIP, and successfully applied for grant funding in terms of Challenge. Collectively, 
the consortium is called as “MediVentors”. All participating institutions are 
represented on the Project Management Committee (PMC), which convenes 
monthly. 

Who is merSETA and what is their role in the merSETA 
ViroVent Innovation Challenge? 

MerSETA is the Manufacturing, Engineering and Related Services Sector Training 
Authority. MerSETA is both funding and overseeing the challenge. MerSETA is 
funded by levies collected from people being employed in various industries. This 
means that levies collected from the current generation of employees is deployed 
to fund the next generation of medical device engineers and innovators. 
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What is the goal of the merSETA ViroVent Innovation Challenge? 
 

 
What are the key outcomes of the merSETA ViroVent Innovation 
Challenge? 

 
Support between 25 and 30 students from four universities to participate in 
an Integrated Skills Development Programme (ISDP) around medical device 
industrialisation 

 
 

The development and subsequent deployment of a training curriculum, as 
part of an ISDP solution, to prepare students for medical innovation 
industrialisation both as employees or entrepreneurs. 

 
 

Training-by-doing of students in the industrialisation of a specific medical 
device to support the fight against COVID-19. 
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STREAMS OF MEDIVENTORS 
 

The Integrated Skills Development Programme is the learning strategy adopted as part of 
the challenge to achieve optimal outcomes. It is based on international best practice by 
integrating different pedagogical instrument for optimal outcomes, namely: 

 
1) Project Activity 
2) Development of Skills 
3) Definition of User’s Needs 
4) Participation of the Lions’ Den Event 

 
1) PROJECT ACTIVITY 

Project activity by the students to focus on a real-life medical device 
challenge as core context. Every student, from each university, is 
working on a medical device project as part of their academic 
studies. After each student has progressed significantly in their 
projects they will be completing an abstract submission which will 
document each of the student’s work and be consolidated into UCT’s 
digital open access library. A Digital Object Index (DOI) will be 
assigned to each student’s submission. 

 
 

2) DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS 
 

Focused skills development through three courses, 
which support vital industrialisation competencies 
currently not forming part of the curriculum. The three 
courses that the students have participated in are: 

Stream 1: The Integrated Skills Development Programme (ISDP) 
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COURSE 1: MEDICAL DEVICE SECTOR ESSENTIALS (MDSE) 
 

Understanding the production and commercialisation of a medical device, the 
working of critical standards such as ISO 13485, ISO 27001 and ISO 62366, 
regulatory compliance and usability engineering and testing. 

 
    COURSE 2: TOOLING, MANUFACTURING AND INDUSTRIALISATION 

(TMI) 
 

Understanding the progressive development and transformation of manufacturing 
a tool to industrialised competence, applying the industrialisation anatomy 
considering of the implications of the 4th industrial revolution, tooling design, life- 
cycle optimisation, service integration and supply chains. 

 
COURSE 3: INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND 
PRODUCT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT (SEPLM) 

 
Basic understanding of key systems engineering and product life cycle processes 
and activities performed during the design, development, industrialisation, and 
production phases. 
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Course 1: Medical Device Sector Essentials (MDSE) 
 

Medical Device Sector Essentials is a course geared to highlight important aspects 
about the production and commercialisation of a medical device. This course will 
present a detailed working of relevant and critical standards such as ISO 13485, ISO 
27001, ISO 62366. 

 
Three major regulatory authorities and their regulatory compliance measures will be 
explored which will equip the learner with knowledge about routes to follow in the 
acquisition of medical device approval. Students will learn about the importance of 
integrating usability engineering into the design phase, how to construct and conduct 
a usability test on a device and how to identify and assess usability related problems. 

 

 
 

“This first Course was super great to me since it spoke to what I am passionate 
about. The course highlighted the need for our own regulations in Africa and also 
the required need for expertise within the space.” - Cliff Lowan 

“Provided knowledge on Usability Tests which I was able to use in my Final Year 
Project.” – Aliya Singh 

“I really enjoyed learning about the medical device sector and the specific standards 
that need to be met. The ability to do lectures and course content at my own pace 
was also a major benefit” – Stewart Gibson 

“It was really helpful to become more acquainted and familiar with some of the ISO 
Standards that we are likely to use frequently. I also enjoyed the assignments in that 
they were based on real life scenarios and we got to use templates from a company” 
- Joel Philpott 

“I really enjoyed the courses, structure and sequence. I was impressed by how well 
the goal and aims of the MediVentors were translated throughout the courses. The 
key highlights for the MDSE course were the first few modules with the introduction 
to the IS0 13485. I had recently completed some research for one of my university 
course and had mentioned the ISO 13485 as one of the standards I would need to 
consider for my dissertation. I however didn't know what the standard entails. I was 
really happy to be taken through the content in the standard and it helped me think 
about how it will be translated to my dissertation.” - Ntokozo Magubane 

Student’s Feedback 
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Course 2: Introduction to Systems Engineering and Product Life cycle Management 

(SEPLM) 

 
Systems Engineering and Product Life Cycle Management is an interdisciplinary 

approach and means to enable the realisation of successful systems. 

 
The objective of: 

• Systems Engineering is to satisfy the needs of their customers, users, and other 

stakeholders. 

• This course is to provide students with an understanding and description of the key 

systems engineering and product life cycle processes and activities used and 

performed during the design, development, industrialisation, and production phases 

to ensure requirements of affordability and performance objectives of a product are 

met. 

 
 

“I enjoyed learning about how technical processes are used to enhance SE. I also 
got to under the value of SE and PLM.” - Thulani Maziko 

 
“ Content- understanding the comprehensive role played by systems in medical 
device development; in the product lifecycle right from idea conception to 
translation to the market. In addition is understanding how costs can be minimised 
and profits realised in device development.” - Maureen Etuket 

 
“This course has great applications, I feel, to familiarizing students with system 
engineering and product life cycle management. However, I found the content to 
be quite dense and theoretical, although I could see the value in its implementation 
in industry. I really enjoyed the project and found it gave a practical understanding 
of the content. I feel the project could be refined and developed further to give 
students a better practical understanding of more of the SEPLM concepts through 
a more structured assignment with perhaps less document management and more 
change control etc.” - Jonathan Oehley 

Student’s Feedback: 
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Course 3: Tooling, Manufacturing and Industrialisation (TMI) 

 
Tooling- Manufacturing & -Industrialisation is the study of the progressive 

development and transformation of the manufacture of tooling to industrialised 

competence. 

 
Some of the topics to be addressed include: 

1.Tooling and implications of the 4th Industrial Revolution; 

2.Tooling Design and Life-cycle; 

3.Tooling optimisation and service integration; 

4.Tooling Supply chains; and 

5.Project to develop your own tool. 

 
 

“The course was very informative and useful. The course demonstrated tasks and 
tools that would be vital in the working environment.” - Kerina Virasamy 

 
“Understanding the state of toolmaking in SA relative to the rest of the world was 
quite fascinating. Also understanding the critical need for toolmaking in medical 
device development. I enjoyed the research project because it allowed for 
application of the toolmaking notes to a practical scenario.” - Pragesh Govender 

 
“The TMI course gave a good context for the environment of manufacturing in South 
Africa and possible chances for improvement.” - Izak Minnie 

Student’s Feedback: 
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3) DEFINTION OF USER’S NEEDS 

 
Placing oneself in the shoes of others by defining 
needs from the perspective of the customers. The 
students are required to complete the Lions’ Den 
Project Proposal document which will be the primary 
input to determine the participants who will be 
selected to present at the MediVentor’s Lions’ Den 
Challenge. This document will be marked by a 
MediVentor selection committee. The purpose of this 

document is to approach the project work from a customer / patient perspective 
and train students in convincing other parties to back their industrialisation efforts. 

 
4) PARTICIPATION IN MEDIVENTORS 
LIONS’ DEN EVENT 

Participation in a simulated real-world 
competition (“MediVentors Lions’ Den 
Conference”) to develop skills in promoting 
and communicating one’s solution to garner 
support or funding for realisation. The goal of 
the conference is to simulate a real-life 
challenge of any innovator, namely, to 
convince other parties to support their 
industrialisation proposal and provide 
funding. The conference will also detail the courses that the students participated 
in and how they applied their skills to their individual projects. Finalists would be 
selected prior to the conference who submitted the best project proposal. These 
finalists would present their solution to garner support or funding for realization to 
a panel of judges. 
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What is the involvement of non-academic role-players such as 
industry and clinicians and why is it so important in the MedTech 
space? 

 
A critical outcome of the Challenge is to establish and strengthen relationships 
between various parties, that are required for innovation to be successfully 
converted into viable products–and thus downstream benefits for the country (e.g., 
jobs, exports, innovation capital etc.). 

 
Industry participation occurs in the form of: 

 
The NTIP, which forms part of the Production Technology 
Association of South Africa (PtSA); 

       Clinicians and industry experts 

Representatives from the South African Medical Device 
Manufacturing environment. 

 
Who is NTIP and what is their involvement in this project? 

NTIP is the Intsimbi Future Production Technologies Initiative’s (Intsimbi FPTI) project 
management company. The NTIP acts as implementing agency and is responsible for the 
facilitation and management of all Intsimbi FPTI programmes. Core programmes, focussing 
on skills and enterprise development in the tooling industry, form the backbone of the 
Intsimbi FPTI. NTIP, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Production Technologies Association 
of South Africa (PtSA), is also responsible for the engagement of competent project 
resources. 

 
NTIP are part of the industry participation and assisting in the systems engineering role 

for the UCvenT Non-Invasive Ventilator and have developed the two courses namely, 
Systems Engineering and Product Life Cycle Management and Tooling- Manufacturing & - 
Industrialisation. 

Stream 2: Industry Participation 
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The NTIP team are a multi-disciplinary team highly skilled in various sectors related to 
the MedTech space. The team includes: 
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UC venT was developed by a team from the UCT Medical Devices lab in the Division 
of Biomedical Engineering, Department of Human Biology, Faculty of Health 
Sciences of University of Cape Town. 

 
 
 
 

Stream 3: Development of the UCvenT Non-Invasive Ventilator 
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MediVentors Lions’ Den Event 

What is the MediVentors Lions’ Den competition? 
 

The MediVentor Lions’ Den Event is a hybrid event and will conclude the merSETA 
ViroVent Innovation Skills Challenge. The event will take place at UCT’s Neuroscience 
Institute on 2 March 2022. 

 
The “Lions’ Den” competition is inspired by the “Shark Tank” television series. The goal 
is to simulate the real-life challenge of any innovator. The MediVentors finalists will 
engage with other role-players and convince them to support their industrialisation 
proposal and, among other things, make funding available for product realisation. 

 
The competition is made up of the following stages: 
Stage 1: All students submit their Project Proposal document 
Stage 2: Evaluation of documents on the basis set criteria 
Stage 3: Selection of finalists (2 – 3 students / teams per university) to move on to the 
final stage; decision to be to be taken  by committee after submission 
Stage 4: Preparation of documents for live presentation at Hybrid-conference taking 
place on 2 March 2022 
Stage 5: Selection of winners and presentation of prizes. 

 
 

The jury will be constituted from various stakeholders in the MedTech innovation value 
chain. The total prize money sits at R110K. More importantly, the winners will be 
crowned the winner of the MediVentors Lions’ Den competition for 2022 – with all the 
recognition and publicity, that goes with this honour. 

 
 

In addition to the “Lions’ Den” presentations, there will be two captivating panel 
discussions to contribute to MedTech value chain bridge-building, namely: 
a.) Innovation conversion: The skills and learner perspective and Industrialisation; and 
b.) Putting the pieces of the chain together for optimal outcomes. 
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What is the goal of the MediVentors Lions’ Den Event? 
 

The goal of this event is to...: 
1. Witness the potential of innovations coming out of ViroVent to support an emerging SA 
Medical Device Manufacturing sector; 
2. Showcase the integrated Systems Thinking-based solution as instrument for 4th Industrial 
Revolution (4IR) Skills Development; 
3. Showcase the top-ranked MedTech student projects and select/recognise winners; 
4. Provide a student-centric perspective to learning and challenges faced in a Post-Covid 
world; 
5. Offer a platform for representatives of the SA MedTech eco-system to reflect on 
synchronized industrialization for optimal outcomes; and 
6. Contribute towards bridge-building between key parties in the MedTech 
industrialization value chain. 
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Book of Abstracts: MediVentors 
Participants 

 

 

The University of Cape Town (UCT) is leading this project from the institutional side. 
Professor Sudesh Sivarasu from UCT is the programme manager and overall project lead 
for the challenge. The UCT team have been actively involved in coordinating, managing 
and overseeing all related activities in the merSETA ViroVent Innovation Skills Challenge. 
UCT is involved in all streams of the challenge both the Integrated Skills Development 
Programme (ISDP) for the students and the development of UCvenT Non- Invasive 
Ventilator. 

 
UCT’s team was involved in developing the curriculum of the Medical Device Sector 
Essentials (MDSE) Course as well as overseeing and coordinating the courses developed 
by NTIP. All courses were taught asynchronously via UCT’s official online learning system, 
Vula. 

 
In conjunction with the merSETA ViroVent Innovation Skills Challenge, there is a UCT 
engineering design team developing the UCvenT Non-Invasive ventilator. The core 
purpose of the ventilator is to provide treatment to patients with breathing problems 
caused by Covid-19 and other respiratory illnesses. Consulting sessions will be offered with 
the team to gain insight and knowledge on the challenging process of commercialising a 
device in South Africa. 

 
UCT has a total of nine Master student participants involved in this challenge who are all 
working on MedTech related projects as part of their dissertation. One of these students 
are completing their Masters of Philosophy in Health Innovation, whilst the rest are studying 
towards a Master’s of Science in Biomedical Engineering. 

University of Cape Town Team 
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Programme Manager and overall Project Lead, 
UCT Lead 

 

Prof. Sudesh Sivarasu is a professor of biomedical 
engineering from the Department of Human Biology, 
UCT. He also holds an adjunct appointment at the 
North-western University, Chicago, USA, as an 
international lecturer in Global Health and 
Technology. Prof. Sudesh Sivarasu is a qualified 
electronics and instrumentation engineer, with a 
master’s and PhD in Biomedical Engineering from VIT 

University, India. He is the Director of UCT’s Biomedical Engineering Research Centre (UCT- 
BMERC) 

 
Prof. Sivarasu’s research focuses on developing appropriate health technologies with a 
special focus on their suitability and translation towards low resourced settings. He has 
supervised 39 students to completion (including 5PhD’s, 28 MSc’s & 6 Hon’s students). He 
is currently supervising 18 students (which include 6 PhDs and 12 MSc students). Prof. 
Sivarasu has published widely in the field of medical devices and orthopaedic 
biomechanics. He has over 47 peer-reviewed journal publications and 50 peer-reviewed 
conference publications. 

 
Prof. Sivarasu is currently listed as UCT’s prolific inventor with the second most active 
inventions portfolio across the University. He holds over 51 patent applications across 19 
patent families of which over 21 patents have been granted across, USA, UK, South Africa 
and India. He also holds 3 open-source innovations to this credit. His innovations have led 
to 3 start-up companies from UCT namely reScribe Therapy, Impulse Biomedical and VAS 
MedTech. These companies were started by student innovators trained at the UCT’s MDL 
& OBL. 

 
Prof. Sudesh Sivarasu conceptualised the multi-award-winning FrugalBiodesign™, a 
unique medical device innovation methodology. He founded the Medical Devices Lab and 
co-founded the Orthopaedic Biomechanics Lab. This multi-award winning lab has 
produced several medical technologies such as reScribe, Laxmeter, PatRig, OpenSource 
Ptosis Crutches, Zibipen, Easysqueezy and the FlexiGyn platform. Prof. Sivarasu is the 
recipient of UCT Deputy Vice-Chancellor’s award for achievement in Innovation, DST’s 
Innovation Bridge Award and NSTF-South 32, TW Khambule award for Emerging 
Researcher in addition to other 16 MedTech awards across 4 continents. He is an elected 
member of the Global Young Academy (GYA) and the South African Young Academy of 
Science (SAYAS) and currently serving as the Co-Chair of SAYAS. 
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NAME ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

 
 

Qhamani Maqungu 
 

Division of Biomedical Engineering, 
Department of Human Biology 

University of Cape Town 

 
Fast-Locating Device With Autonomous 

Emergency Alert For Epinephrine Autoinjectors: 
Using Wireless Communication 

 
Qhamani Maqungu, 

Sudesh Sivarasu 
 

Anaphylaxis has propelled the use of adrenaline 
auto-injectors (AAI) globally. This is to ensure 
patients administer themselves whenever they 
experience an allergic reaction, anywhere, to reduce 
the severe consequences that would result ifmedical 
services were far located. Common issues identified 
with AAI: They are forgettable, not simple to use, and 
misplaced more often. This paper proposes a 
connected mobile system with an e-cap for AAI 
using wireless communication protocol, Bluetooth. 
The hardware in this paper comprises ofan Arduino 
nano BLE module, LED, and magnetic buzzer. 
Several algorithms for tracking were used and the 
normalized, using quadratic line of best-fit, 
produced better distance approximation. The 
estimation was affected by radio signal interferences 
and had fluctuations. Further development is 
required to improve the robustness of the system 
using other wireless technologies andalgorithms. 
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Development And Validation Of A Medical 
Device Software To Size Auto-Injector 

Components 
 

Ntokozo Magubane, Maelebogo 
Ngoepe, Sudesh Sivarasu 

Auto-injectors are medical devices used to inject 
medication into the intramuscular or subcutaneous 
layer of the body. They can be used for different 
disease application such as anaphylaxis, rheumatoid 
arthritis, episodic migraines, multiple sclerosis, 
diabetes, and many others. This study focuses on 
developing a software application to size auto- 
injector components for different disease 
applications. The kinematic properties of an auto 
injector are analyzed and explain using a 
mathematical model that focus on the plunger 
motion during the injection process. The 
mathematical model is validated by a physical 
experiment that uses a high-speed camera to 
capture the motion of the plunger during the 
injection process. The plunger displacement 
increases linearly during the injection process while 
the plunger velocity increases linearly and then 
reaches a constant velocity for the remainder of the 
injection process. The software application is 
developed using the validated mathematical model 
and optimizing the relevant equations to determine 
the component dimensions of an auto injector. 

Ntokozo Magubane 

Division of Biomedical Engineering, 
Department of Human Biology 

University of Cape Town 

“I graduated with a BSc Mechanical 
Engineering degree from UCT in 2020. 
I'm currently in my first year studying a 
MSc Biomedical Engineering at UCT.” 

 
 
 

 
 

Maureen Dimitria Etuket 

Division of Biomedical Engineering, 
Department of Human Biology 

University of Cape Town 

Design And Development Of An Open-Source 
ADL-Compliant Prosthetic Arm For Trans-Radial 

Amputees 

Maureen Dimitria Etuket, Lara Timm, Sudesh 
Sivarasu 

Presently, open source prosthesis are not optimized 
to assist the dominant hand in performing bimanual 
ADL. This research study was thus geared towards 
the design and experimental validation of an open- 
source below-elbow prosthetic arm, called the ADL 
arm, that is functionally optimized for the 
performance of ADL in the unilateral TR amputee 
population. The ADL arm is 3D printed; the design 
validation involved functional assessment - using the 
AHAP and simulated use assessment with healthy 
volunteer participants after obtaining Ethics 
approval. In accordance with AHAP; the ADL arm 
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“Maureen is a Biomedical Engineer, a 
MedTech Innovator and Engineering 

Entrepreneur with a special interest in 
Maternal Health, Rehabilitation 

Engineering and Emergency Medicine. 
She has devoted a considerable amount 

of time packaging innovations right 
from the grassroots to the prototype, 
testing stages with some undergoing 

pilot studies” 

presented with an overall GAS of 68% and a partial 
GAS of >75 % for 4/5 ADL grasps. Usability 
Assessment involved the performance of ADL tasks 
coupled with the completion of the SUS. The 
perceived usability of the device was found to 
increase with increased device familiarity, yielding 
an overall score of 84.29. Through the tests 
conducted, the ADL arm was found to be 
functionally competent, relative acceptable with 
proven ability to assist in the performance of ADLs in 
a simulated-use environment. A number of design 
modifications and clinical tests are however 
recommended to overcome the limitations of the 
current design and corroborate the results obtained 
in this study. 

 
 

 
Jonathan David Oehley 

Division of Biomedical Engineering, 
Department of Human Biology 

University of Cape Town 

“I am a passionate postgraduate student 
in Biomedical Engineering with a desire 
to utilise my engineering education to 

make a difference in human health. 
Presently working towards a Master’s in 
Biomedical Engineering at UCT, I aspire 

to work in a Medical Devices related 
industry upon the completion of my 

studies” 

Development Of An Ultraviolet C Irradiation 
Device: Initial Findings For The Treatment Of 

Spiked Whole Blood. 
 

Jonathan David Oehley,  Vernon Louw, Lynthia 
Paul, Sudesh  Sivarasu 

 
Sepsis is a life-threatening condition that occurs 
when the body’s response to a source of infection is 
damaging to its own tissues. Sepsis is responsible 
for substantial health loss worldwide, particularly in 
sub-Saharan Africa. Increasing rates of antibiotic- 
resistant bacteria severely reduce the ability of 
physicians to treat the underlying infection that 
causes sepsis, especially when the infection is 
multidrug-resistant. Ultraviolet irradiation of the 
blood was a historic therapy used to treat infections. 
This project explores this therapy as a novel 
treatment modality for multidrug-resistant sepsis 
through the development of a device to perform 
ultraviolet irradiation of the blood. This study reports 
on the initial findings of the in-vitro irradiation of 
bacterial-spiked, expired, whole blood with 
ultraviolet light. Spiked whole blood was exposed to 
ultraviolet light under different experimental 
conditions using a custom-made testing rig. The 
initial findings have suggested that the inactivation 
of bacteria in whole blood may be dependent on a 
variety of conditions. Further work is being done 
within this project to identify and quantify these 
conditions. These findings will then be utilized to 
guide the further testing and development of the 
device design proposed in this project. 
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Cliff Lowan 

 
Division of Biomedical Engineering, 

Department of Human Biology, 
University of Cape Town 

 
“I am an RSA resident with an MBA and 

17 years engineering and Quality 
Assurance experience. I have also 

worked as an Operations Director for a 
Medical device company that I founded 

with partners. I have extensive 
experience in quality compliance and 
regulations of different industries and 
have developed a passion for Medical 

Device quality regulations and risk 
compliance. I am also a certified ISO 

9001 Lead auditor” 

 
Design And Development Of A Multi-User 

Medical Grade Oxygen Concentrator 
 

Vongani Cliff Lowan,  Salome Maswime, Sudesh 
Sivarasu 

 
Since the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, the 
global supply of Medical Grade Oxygen has been 
severely constrained. Suppliers of oxygen have 
been unable to reach their targets, and some 
hospitals in desperate need of oxygen have been 
unable to obtain it owing to infrastructural 
constraints or cost. 

 
This project will examine the provision of medical- 
grade oxygen to disenfranchised and under- 
resourced hospitals. The necessity and effectiveness 
of a multi-user oxygen concentrator supply will be 
highlighted. Priority will be given to constraints such 
as power supply, manufacturing materials, and 
portability. For design optimization, the 
fundamental engineering design methodology will 
be combined with a quantitative experimental 
technique. The findings will be included in the UCT 
Masters Qualifications. 
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Muhammad Arshad Eyasim 

 
Division of Biomedical Engineering, 

Department of Human Biology, 
University of Cape Town 

 
“I completed my BSc Mechanical 

Engineering at UCT with a first-class 
Honours. I am currently pursuing a 

Master's degree in Biomedical 
Engineering at UCT. My area of interest 

is in the development of medical 
devices in resource limited health care 
systems. I am currently developing an 

automated medication delivery system 
that can work in conjunction with 

ventilator” 

Design And Development Of A Cost-Effective 
CPAP Device With Oxygenation And An 
Integrated And Automated MDI Delivery 

System 

Muhammad Arshad Eyasim, Sudesh Sivarasu 
 

Patients suffering from Covid-19 and Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) or Asthma 
comorbidities receive Continuous Positive Airway 
Pressure (CPAP) therapy as one of the treatment 
options and they additionally require regular 
administration of a bronchodilator medication to 
open the airways of the lungs to make breathing 
easier. However, some challenges have been 
identified with the current ways of using Metered 
Dose Inhaler (MDI) with CPAP; a nurse must stay by 
the bedside to manually time the actuations and 
actuate the MDI and one of the current methods 
does not provide Positive End-Expiratory Pressure 
(PEEP) causing a decreased effectiveness of the 
medication. The current global pandemic has 
resulted in the limited number of ICU resources such 
as bedside nurses and ventilators and therefore, a 
need has been identified for a device that can 
provide oxygenation and automated MDI 
medication delivery to decrease the number of ICU 
admission, increase the effectiveness of MDI 
treatment and to decrease the number of patients 
requiring intubation. This design project entails the 
development of a prototype, verification and 
validation tests. The prototype was built by focusing 
on the functional blocks and iterating the design of 
the main components. The prototype was then 
verified and validated. It was found that it meets the 
needs and the Proof of Concept. In conclusion, the 
project highlights how the needs are met and the 
drawbacks with the design are identified. 
Recommendations are then made on the 
improvement of the device's functionality and 
usability features. 
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The Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) and thirteen of their innovative 
engineering students are taking part in this challenge under the lead of Professor Oscar 
Philander. Six of these students are studying towards an Advanced Diploma in Mechanical 
Engineering in Mechatronics, four of these students are completing a Bachelor of 
Engineering Technology in Computer Engineering, one student is studying a Masters of 
Engineering in Mechanical Engineering and there are two students studying towards a 
Doctor of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering. CPUT held their own internal Lions’ Den 
Pitching Competition. The winner of CPUT’s internal Lions’ Den Pitching Competition was 
Okuwosa Uchenna. 

 
 

CPUT Team Lead 
 

Oscar Philander is currently employed as 
an Associate Professor in the Department 
of Mechanical Engineering of the Cape 
Peninsula University of Technology 
(CPUT). While studying towards a 
Doctoral Degree in Technology he 
obtained a scholarship from TELP  and 

USAID to complete PhD course work at the University of Michigan in the United States. He 
obtained a further scholarship form the German DAAD Foundation and the South African 
National Research Foundation to undertake a research visit at the Technical University of 
Berlin’s Institute for Thermodynamics. In 2005 he successfully completed the Doctoral 
qualification and developed a Computational Design Software Programme used in 
Mechanical Design incorporating Smart Materials. 

 
In 2007, he established the CPUT Adaptronics Advanced Manufacturing Laboratory with 
funding provided by one of the implementation units of the South African Department of 
Science and Technology, the Advanced Manufacturing Technology Strategy and the 
Provincial Government of the Western Cape’s Department of Economic Development and 
Tourism. In March 2013, the unit was officially incorporated into the Technology Innovation 
Agency’s Technology Station Programme. The CPUT Adaptronics AMTL has experienced 
exceptional growth over the past years and currently has five specific technology areas, i.e. 
Adaptronic Technologies that includes Robotics, Artificial Intelligence Machine and Deep 

Cape Peninsula University of Technology Team 
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Learning; UnManned Platform development for both Aerial and Maritime Applications, and 
an Academic Motorsport Technology Development Programme. The CPUT Adaptronics 
AMTL ensures that Innovation and Technology Transfer are facilitated through projects 
focusing on Research & Development, Research & Technology, and Human Resource 
Development. Over the past 15 years, Oscar has been the research project leader for a 
variety of projects funded by both South African and International Collaborators and 
Partners. He was the Chairman of the Rapid Product Development of South Africa, the 
Treasurer of the South African Association of Applied Mechanics, the Assistant National 
Contact Point for Aeronautics for the European Union Framework Programme 7, A panel 
member of the UnManned Aerial Systems working group for the South African Civil Aviation 
Authority, and served as an Evaluator for Manufacturing Panels for the South African 
National Research Foundation/THRIP Programme. 

 
Oscar has supervised 19 Masters Student projects and a number of undergraduate 
projects. He has published and co-authored a number of journal articles and presented his 
research findings at both local and international conferences. He is currently a technical 
reviewer for the AAME 2022, the 5th International Conference on Aeronautical, Aerospace 
and Mechanical Engineering. 

 
Oscar holds a Class 4 Scientific and Commercial Diver Qualification and completed the 
Ground School component of the Remote Pilots License. He holds 3 patents and since 2017 
has filed for over 25 patents. Oscar is passionate about Technology, Innovation, Human 
Capital Development of Scare Skills in South Africa and ensuring that Developments impact 
the lives of all South Africans. 
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NAME ABSTRACT 
 

 
Jordan Masirika 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 
(Mechatronics), 

Cape Peninsula University of Technology 

 
“Throughout my curriculum, I have 

worked on projects that exposed me to 
various technologies such as Python, 

the Arduiono and the Raspberry 
ecosystems. I have also attended a web 
development bootcamp which gave me 
all the basic knowledge for a number of 
other programming languages such as 

Javascript and HTML5. I took part in the 
World Robot Olympiad, working with 
articulated robots. Finally, I developed 
an integrated power supply system for 

a tethered octocopter drone” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
Development Of An Integrated Covid-19 

Tracking And Monitoring System 
 

Kashangabuye Jordan Masirika 
 

During the Covid-19 pandemic, several policies 
were instituted to help in mitigating the spread of the 
virus and contact traceability as the virus is spread 
through person-to-person and person-to-surface 
contact. One of them being a mandatory completion 
of a COVID-19 compliance form that captured the 
details of the users of the premises before being 
granted access. This project proposes an integrated 
COVID-19 monitoring and tracking system that 
ensures that the filling process of the compliance 
forms is fully automated, thus eliminating person-to- 
person and person-to-surface contact. The 
automated system will use machine learning 
algorithms for facial recognition and Natural 
Language processing developed in Python to 
interact with the client through voice prompts. 
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Jire Kandolo 

 
Cape Peninsula University of Technology 

 
“I am studying mechatronics 

engineering at cape peninsula 
university of technology” 

 

 
Georgina Mampuru 

 
Cape Peninsula University of Technology 

 
Development Of A Control Algorithm For A 

Bag Valve Mask Ventilator 
 

Kandolo Jire Christian, Georgina Mampuru 

 
People infected with Covid-19 disease can 
experience trouble breathing since the virus 
primarily attacks the lungs. It is a highly contagious 
virus that can be transmitted easily. This, leading to 
high infections rate and hospitals can become 
overwhelmed with patients. Ventilation is the primary 
source of treatment in severe cases, shortages of 
equipment can occur leading to a high rate of death. 
The present paper aims to design and develop and 
low cost, and user-friendly and automated bag valve 
mask ventilator that will be capable of supplying 
oxygen to a patient as we were using traditional 
intensive care ventilators since manual ventilation is 
prompt to some serious health risks. The device is 
programmed in a simple hardware device such as 
Arduino and the part are very accessible. 
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Inyeni Amakuro Showers 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Cape Peninsula University of Technology 

 
Development Of A Mobile Application For 

Patient Signal Monitoring 

Inyeni Amakuro Showers, Oscar  Philander 

In this article, an affordable Patient Signal Monitoring 
System prototype which comprises of software 
components (mobile application and software 
application), hardware components and wearable 
sensors for live measurement of vital body signals is 
developed and presented. The measured live values 
of vital body signals include body temperature, 
SpO2, and heart rate/pulse rate. These measured 
values are made remotely accessible, and alarms are 
set to certain thresholds for normal body signals. The 
system makes use of a raspberry pi 4 for 
processing/running the software and a two I2C 
based sensors for measuring vital body signals. A 
raspberry pi 4 7’’ screen is used to display the user 
interface of the software developed for the system. 
The mobile application which runs on android 
operating system was developed using python 
kivymd, google colaboratory and buildozer. 
Firebase real-time database is used to stream the live 
data from the device to the mobile application. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Imami Joel Betofe 
 

Department of Mechanical 
Engineering (Mechatronics), 

Cape Peninsula University of Technology 

Development Of A Device For Face 
Mask Detection. 

Adam Mbombole, Imami Joel Betofe, Oscar 
Philander 

 
COVID-19 has affected the world badly in many 
aspects, many measures had been put in place to 
prevent the rapid spread of this Virus such as 
sanitizing hands, wearing masks, … But many people 
are not taking it seriously, some are not wearing a 
mask at all, others are doing it not properly and this 
is leading to the rapid spread of the virus. This 
problem required monitoring of face masks at all 
times, police officers or security guards doing this 
work can be tiring, though the need for an 
automated monitoring device to alleviate the work of 
these and reinforce the wearing of face masks. 

The mechanical design, electrical design, control 
system, and AI of the device will be addressed. 
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“I have completed a diploma in 
mechanical engineering in 

mechatronics, and currently doing an 
advanced diploma in the same field 

which will be completed in November 
2021; I did 6months internship at AMTL 

adaptronics. I am skilled; ambitious; 
innovative; open-minded and 

teachable. Furthermore, I am excellent 
at working with others to achieve a 
certain objective on time and with 

excellence; and I have occupied 
 
 

 
 

Adam Mbombole 
 

Department of Mechanical 
Engineering (Mechatronics), 

Cape Peninsula University of Technology 
 

“I am a student at Cape Peninsula 
University of Technology. Currently 

completing my advanced diploma in 
mechatronics. I have done my in-service 

at Adaptronics (AMTL) where I gained 
some Robotics skills and developed 

some drone technology skills. I am also 
part of the MediVentors and looking 
forward for great job opportunities” 

Furthermore, this paper will also discuss the possible 
improvement that can be made. 
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Thulani Maziko 

Department of Mechanical 
(Mechatronics) Engineering, 

CPUT Cape Town, South Africa 
 

“I am starting work at Knowledge 
marker in the AI space as their Sales 
Engineering and Client Engagement 
specialist. I am also summing up my 

studies in Mechatronics Engineering.” 
 

 
 

Samkelo Shaun Mkwenkwe 

Department of Electrical, Electronics 
and Computer Engineering, CPUT 

Cape Town, South Africa 

“I worked at Telkom as part of my 
training for National Diploma. I 

obtained National Diploma in Computer 
Systems Engineering from CPUT. In 

2020, I worked at the Space company 
as a Software Engineer intern for 12 

months. I'm currently unemployed. In 
April 2022, I will be graduating in 

Bachelor of Engineering Technology in 
Computer Engineering from CPUT.” 

 
Development of a Venturi based Portable 

Ventilator 
 

Shaun Airdien, Thulani Maziko, Anah Mhlanga, 
Samkelo Shaun Mkwenkwe, Phelisa Ntayiya, 

Selemagae Refilwe Mmakola 
 

Medical ventilators are mostly developed by Asian 
and Western enterprises, with very few to no 
companies in Africa. Covid-19 has put a strain on our 
country's medical system and economy, causing 
severe shortages of medical equipment and 
hospital overcrowding. Acute respiratory distress 
syndrome also known as ARDS is the most frequent 
effect of Covid-19. Patients become hypoxic where, 
there are decreased levels of oxygen in the blood. A 
solution to this problem is portable ventilators that 
can be mass-produced with networking capabilities, 
allowing remote access and monitoring. This allows 
healthcare workers to interact with their patients 
outside of hospitals. This project will be prototyped 
using a Raspberry Pi 4 mini-computer, compatible 
electromechanical components and a GUI interface. 
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Phelisa Ntayiya 

Department of Electrical, Electronics 
and Computer Engineering, CPUT 

Cape Town, South Africa 

“2021 Junior Software Engineer at 
Pulse AI 

2020 BET Computer Engineering at 
CPUT 

2019 Software Eng Intern at Quickloc8, 
USA girlcode scholarship recipient. 
2018 Trainee Technician at CPUT 

2018 Grad ND in Computer Systems at 
CPUT” 

 
 
 

Refilwe Mmakola 
 

Department of Electrical, Electronics 
and Computer Engineering, CPUT 

Cape Town, South Africa 
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The University of the Witwatersrand (WITs) and five of their innovative engineering students 
are taking part in this challenge under the lead of Professor David Rubin and Doctor Neil 
Stacey. One of these students are completing their Master’s of Science in Engineering, 
whilst the rest of the students are studying towards a Bachelor of Science in Chemical 
Engineering. 

 
 

WITs Co-University Lead 
 

Neil Stacey received his PhD from the University of the 
Witwatersrand in 2016, and has since been putting it to use it 
to grudgingly prevent our extinction. In 2018 he was named 
as one of the Mail and Guardian’s 200 Young South Africans 
in recognition for his work on renewable energy and water- 
efficient agricultural technologies. He is currently a lecturer in 
the School of Chemical Engineering at Wits University. 

University of Witwatersrand Team 
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NAME ABSTRACT 
 

 
 

Alexander Francis 
 

“I am completing my BSc in chemical 
engineering in December 2021 at Wits. I 

was on the Dean's list during my 1st year of 
studies at Wits.” 

 
School of Chemical Engineering, 

University of Witwatersrand, 
Gauteng, South Africa 

 
 
 
 

Doron Joffe 
 

School of Chemical Engineering, 
University of Witwatersrand, 

Gauteng, South Africa 

 
Feasibility Of Repurposing Hollow Fiber 
Membrane Dialysers For Oxygenating 

Blood In Resource Constrained 
Environments 

 
Alexander Francis, Doron Joffe, Lan Xu, 

Neil Stacey, David Rubin 

 
Previous research has demonstrated the viability 
of kidney dialysers repurposed as 
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) 
devices to provide sufficient supplemental 
oxygen support for those suffering from COVID- 
19. This study was focused on determining the 
mass transfer co-efficient for carbon dioxide in 
kidney dialyser cartridges at varying pH levels. 
CO2 mass transfer coefficients of 5.5 and 6.95 
𝑚𝑔/𝑘𝑝𝑎∙𝑚𝑖𝑛 were achieved, depending on the 
type of hollow fiber membrane dialyser 
(HFMD)—this corresponds to a CO2 removal rate 
of between of 80% and 90% of the total CO2 
produced by the body. The mass transfer 
coefficients achieved with water as the medium 
suggest that sufficient CO2 removal for 
respiratory requirements can be achieved with 
HFMDs. This should motivate further 
experimentation with blood to determine the 
feasibility of using the cost-effective HFMDs to 
supplement conventional ECMO technologies 
in resource-constrained hospital wards. It is also 
found that HFMDs have high sieving coefficients 
which indicates that dissolved solids and plasma 
ions will leak from the cartridge and 
supplements will need to be given to patients to 
account for these losses. The sieving co-efficient 
for the kidney dialyser cartridge was calculated 
at an average of 0.983. The results in this study 
are promising, adding additional parameters to 
the body of knowledge for devising operational 
protocols. More specific experimentation using 
blood is warranted. 
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The University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) and five of their innovative engineering students 
are taking part in this challenge under the lead of Professor Riaan Stopforth. One of these 
students are completing their Masters of Science in Mechatronics Engineering, whilst the 
rest of the students are studying towards a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering. 

 
 

UKZN University Lead 
 

BScEng (Electronics), MSc (Computer Science), PhD Eng 
(Mechanical – Mechatronics). Research areas include Bio- 
Medical, Remote Piloted Aircraft Systems, Accident 
Investigation, Robotics, Mechatronics, to name a few. 
Pursue multi-disciplinary research, to find solutions to 
problems. Team Leader for Touch Hand team in Cybathlon 
prosthetic Olympics. 

 
A word from Professor Riaan Stopforth: “The MediVentors Challenge has trained students 
to learn about the medical requirements and expectations. It has been a great platform to 
develop people in the engineering sector, and to give opportunities for job and future 
career opportunities. It has allowed for collaboration between students and between 
universities, to allow us to build a network of people with similar interests. It is allowing us 
to solve problems experienced, especially with the COVID-19 pandemic, and to find ways 
to help people – not only the patient, but also the hard working and dedicated medical 
personnel” 

University of KwaZulu-Natal Team 
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NAME ABSTRACT 
 

Sibongiseni Khumalo 
 

Stopforth Mechatronics, Robotics and 
Research Lab, 

University of KwaZulu-Natal 

 
Medical Monitoring Wearable Technology 

Sibongiseni Khumalo, Riaan Stopforth 

A medical wearable technology was designed 
with all the electronic devices needed for the 
smartwatch to perform the medical 
monitoring functions such as body 
temperature sensing and heartbeat rate 
sensing. The medical smartwatch requires an 
enclosure for the electronic devices and a 
mechanism thatwould be worn on a human 
wrist. The medical smartwatch was designed 
to have electronic devices such as an 
electrocardiography (ECG) sensor, impulse 
and oximeter sensor, Light Emitting Diode 
(LED) light, a battery, Bluetooth module, 
humidity and temperature sensor, flame 
sensor, vibrator, Electromyography (EMG) 
sensor, Infrared (IR) LED sensor, transistor, 
and the Arduino board and manymore. The 
focus was designing an enclosure that will 
interface between these electronic devices 
andthe user. This paper shows the design that 
was considered for the enclosure, and how 
the effect of a casing has on the temperature 
and ECG sensor. 

 
 

 
Jasveer Pillay 

Stopforth Mechatronics, Robotics and 
Research Lab, 

University of KwaZulu-Natal 

“2013 Eskom Young Scientist Expo: 
Awarded Gold and Silver Medals at 

 
Hospital Oxygen Tank Valve Defrosting 

System 
 

Jasveer Pillay, Aliya Singh, Kerina Virasamy, 
Sibongiseni Khumalo, Pragesh Govender, 

Riaan Stopforth 
 

This research aimed to develop a liquid oxygen 
tank valve defrosting system that could be used 
in hospitals to deliver a steady oxygen supply 
even during cold weather or periods of high 
oxygen demand. The system was intended to be 
automated, cost-effective, and environmentally 
friendly in its design and operation. 

 
The development of the prototype defrosting 
system was successful and the system was able 
to conduct the independent tests reliably. 
Although the conducted testing did not involve 
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Regional and National contests respectively. 
Awarded ‘Best Entrant & Winner in Category 

- Innovation & Technology’ 
National Senior Certificate, Bachelor Pass 

with 7 Distinctions. Final Year Bsc 
Mechanical Engineering student.” 

using the defrosting system on a real liquid 
oxygen gas tank’s frozen valve, various analyses 
could be conducted with respect to flow rate 
performance, effects of water loss and the 
degradation of performance due to cold 
temperatures. Based on practical testing on ice, 
it was observed that the system should be able 
to perform similarly if used on the liquid oxygen 
tank valves of hospitals. It was also concluded 
that the defrosting system should theoretically 
prove effective even under high oxygen 
demand or cold weather. The final design of the 
defrosting system should be an effective 
solution to the stated predicament of frozen 
oxygen tank valves in hospitals and is 
theoretically a viable alternative to the hosing 
system currently used by many South African 
hospitals. 

  
Affordable Orthotic Moon Boot Alternative 

 
Aliya Singh 

Stopforth Mechatronics, Robotics and 
Research Lab, 

University of KwaZulu-Natal 
 

“Head prefect at both primary and high 
school. Received the Dux award at both 

primary and high school. Member of Golden 
Key Honour Society. Currently working a 

logistics internship at SAB. BSc Mech Eng.” 

 
Aliya Singh, Jasveer Pillay, Kerina Virasamy, 

Sibongiseni Khumalo, Pragesh Govender, 
Riaan Stopforth 

 
This research paper details the engineering 
design process that was undertaken to develop 
an affordable alternative to commercially 
available orthotic moon boots. The project 
conceptualisation was conducted in an 
approach that aligns the design with the key 
focus of cost-effectiveness and fundamental 
functionality. Therefore, non-essential, cost- 
adding, and superfluous factors that are present 
in the existing production of orthotic moon 
boots were identified and omitted from this 
design. Stringent engineering design processes 
were used to redesign and optimise the 
materials and methods that are currently 
employed in the manufacturing of commercially 
available moon boots. The total cost of 
production of the redesigned moon boot 
amounted to R175.90, which was approximately 
88% lower than commercial products. 
Therefore, this research proves to be extremely 
invaluable as it would widen accessibility to 
orthotics for various 
demographics. 
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Kerina Virasamy 

 
Stopforth Mechatronics, Robotics and 

Research Lab, 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 

 
“I am a final year Mechanical Engineering 

Student at UKZN. Part-time, I have an online 
tutoring business for primary and high 

school children” 

Infection Control: External Fixator 
 

Aliya Singh, Jasveer Pillay, Kerina Virasamy, 
Sibongiseni Khumalo, Pragesh Govender, 

Riaan Stopforth 
 

This extensive research seeks to develop an 
infection control system of orthopedic pins in an 
external fixation device. Two subsystems are 
designed and implemented for patient and 
healthcare professional use, namely electrical 
stimulus and suction devices, which incorporate 
VAC dressings. The systems engineered were 
aimed to be cost-effective, user-friendly and 
sustainable. Experimental testing was 
completed to determine the efficiency, 
practicality, and success of the devices. Current 
designs and multidisciplinary influences are 
deconstructed and considered, with their 
impacts on the issues of concern being 
evaluated and critiqued. Solutions are 
subsequently stated the devices, focused on 
fundamental engineering practices. 
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Book of Abstracts: 
Lions’ Den Finalists 

 
 
 
 
 

Shaun Airdien 
 

Department of Mechanical (Mechatronics) Engineering, 
CPUT Cape Town, South Africa 

 

 
Development of a Venturi based Portable Ventilator 

 
Shaun Airdien, Thulani Maziko, Anah Mhlanga, Samkelo Shaun Mkwenkwe, Phelisa Ntayiya, 

Selemagae Refilwe Mmakola 
 

Medical ventilators are mostly developed by Asian and Western enterprises, with very few to no companies 
in Africa. Covid-19 has put a strain on our country's medical system and economy, causing severe shortages 
of medical equipment and hospital overcrowding. Acute respiratory distress syndrome also known as ARDS 
is the most frequent effect of Covid-19. Patients become hypoxic where, there are decreased levels of 
oxygen in the blood. A solution to this problem is portable ventilators that can be mass-produced with 
networking capabilities, allowing remote access and monitoring. This allows healthcare workers to interact 
with their patients outside of hospitals. This project will be prototyped using a Raspberry Pi 4 mini-computer, 
compatible electromechanical components and a GUI interface. 
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Mikhail Jesse Solomons 
 
 

Department of Mechanical (Mechatronics) Engineering, 
Cape Peninsula University of Technology 

Western Cape, South Africa 
 

“I am currently doing my Advanced Diploma in Mechatronics at Cape Peninsula University of 
Technology(CPUT). I competed, and achieved podium finishes, in multiple robotics competitions such as 
World Robotic Olympiad, in the Advanced Robotics category and the World Skills in the Mobile Robotics 
category. I am a sportsman outside academics, mainly being football, where I have won multiple trophies 

individually, as a team and as a coach.” 

 
Social Distancing Surveillance Tool: A Tool Used To Monitor The Social Distancing Protocols 

Mikhail Jesse Solomons 

The Covid-19 virus spreads from person to person, thus protocols have been put into place to prevent the 
spread of the virus. One of these protocols includes social distancing. Social distancing is when you keep a 
distance between yourself and the next person, preferably 1.5-2metres. These protocols are being 
encouraged by signages and are not monitored. This results in our knowledge of the adherence of the 
protocol assumes that people are following the protocols. The aim of this project is to develop a device that 
monitors the social distancing protocols and records the number of violations. An Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
(deep learning, computer vision, and machine vision) algorithms for use to monitor the distances will be 
developed in python and run on a raspberry pi 4 and operated through a graphical user interface (GUI). Solid 
works will be used to design the device hardware and the manufacturing done in AMTL. The captured data 
will be recorded in excel sheet for analysis and for management use. The successful stand-alone device can 
be hooked up to an existing CCTV to monitor the social distancing protocols efficiently and used in many 
different environments such as schools, universities, shopping centers and government facilities, etc. This 
device will be the ideal tool for the proper monitoring required to effectively combat this virus through social 
distancing. 
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Lan Xu 

School of Chemical Engineering, 
University of Witwatersrand, 

Gauteng, South Africa 
 

“Recently, I graduated from the University of Witwatersrand and was awarded the J. Arthur Reavell Medal 
and Prize for Chemical Engineering for being the top graduand. Currently, I am an MSc student in the 

same field of study.” 
 

Low-cost load shedding-resilient medicine storage with Phase Change Material: theoretical heat 
transfer evaluation of a design concept. 

 
Lan Xu, Neil Stacey, Diane Hildebrandt, David Rubin 

 
Diabetes mellitus is one of the most common non-communicable diseases; approximately 0.72 million 
people in South Africa require insulin treatment. Insulin—a hormone peptide drug— is temperature sensitive 
and undergoes thermal fibrillation when exposed to temperature above manufacturers' recommendations. 
Most insulin formations must be stored at 2 C - 8 C in a refrigerator when unopened to maintain its potency 
and to keep insulin within manufacturers' suggested expiry date. However, one of the unforeseen 
consequences of frequent power outages in South Africa—and many other developing nations—is thermal 
denaturation of insulin within household refrigerators caused by frequent power outages. Users cannot tell if 
insulin has reduced pharmacological action. This publication presents a preliminary design for an in- 
refrigerator medicine storage container utilizing phase-change material to stabilize the temperature of insulin 
or other medications during power outages, and to provide a visual indicator if a melting event has occurred, 
even if refrigeration has subsequently been restored, to alert the user that their insulin may have expired. It is 
found that the principal variables of interest to determine the time to melting are the thickness of the layer of 
phase-change material in the unit's walls, and the degree of insulation of the outer shell surrounding the 
phase-change material. It Is also determined that asymmetric insulation parameters for the inner and outer 
surfaces of the container's walls are a crucial design feature for usability, permitting an initial freezing time 
that is more rapid than the melting time. The current design has been found to be unable to meet all usability 
criteria, primarily due to an unacceptably long freezing time, regardless of the values of the available 
parameters. It is therefore concluded that design revisions are required in order to meet all usability criteria. 
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Kerstin Lisa Hall 
 

Division of Biomedical Engineering, 
Department of Human Biology, 

University of Cape Town 
 

 

 “I completed my undergraduate degree in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Pretoria. After 
some years in industry I hoped to further my academic career in the field of Biomedical Engineering at the 
University of Cape Town where I am currently enrolled as a PhD candidate. I hope to use my creativity and 

design passion to improve the healthcare sector and develop innovative solutions tailored to our 
continent.” 

 
Auto injector: A Novel Design For Patient Specific Solutions 

Kerstin Lisa Hall, Roopam Dey, Sudesh Sivarasu 

Adrenalin Auto-injectors (AAI’s) are the preferred method of out-of-hospital treatment of life-threatening 
anaphylaxis (Brown, 2018). Currently available devices use spring force (subject to spring failure) to inject a 
predetermined bolus of adrenalin (0.15mg or 0.3mg into the intramuscular region of the body, usually the 
mid-anterolateral thigh (Ted Song, 2018). These single use devices only offer the patient only two options in 
terms of dose and needle depth and studies have shown these to be insufficient (Ted Song, 2018). 

 
This study aims to develop a platform device which can be tailored to the specific patient requirements. 
Additionally, this study seeks to prove that this device can operate according to specifications found in 
literature as well as proving either equivalence or superiority to the current devices. It was observed that the 
developed device can repetitively operate according to the design specifications and shows potential for 
superiority over current devices. Further testing is required to conclusively evaluate the superiority. 
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Joel Philpott 

Division of Biomedical Engineering, Department of Human Biology, 
University of Cape Town, 

Western Cape, South Africa 
 

 
“I did my undergraduate degree in Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering at the University of Cape Town, 
and have continued my studies with a Master’s degree in Biomedical Engineering also at the University of 
Cape Town. I am excited to combine the skills I have acquired and my passion for healthcare to develop 
innovative medical devices that meet the unique needs of the South African people.” 

 
Design And Development Of A BIPAP Non-Invasive Ventilator: Prototype Development 

Joel Philpott, Richard Raine, Sudesh Sivarasu 

Many diseases affect the efficacy of the respiratory system, and thus ventilatory support is required to improve 
the patient’s prognosis. One of the methods of providing this support is through the use of non-invasive, 
positive pressure, BiPAP ventilation. The purpose of this project is to develop a prototype of a medical device 
that is capable of providing this support. This is achieved by understanding the requirements of the device, 
generating concepts that can satisfy these requirements, selecting a concept and constructing it. The selected 
concept makes use of two blower fans, the first to provide the inspiratory pressure support, and the second to 
provide the expiratory pressure support. The pressure delivered to the patient is controlled using an axial 
solenoid valve and a one-way valve. A PID control loop is then used to control the speed of the fans. The 
system developed is not able to meet all of the requirements but would be able to with slight improvements. 
These improvements include redesigning the axial solenoid valve to reduce the pressure drop across the 
valve, redesigning the flow path of the circuit to reduce the pressure drop in sharp corners, and changing the 
inspiratory fan control loop implementation strategy. The flow rate sensor also needs to be improved to allow 
the device to perform accurate volume-controlled ventilation. 
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Stewart Gibson 

 
School of Chemical and Metallurgical 

Engineering, 
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, 

South Africa 
 

“A honours student in chemical engineering with 
a BSc in chemistry. Looking to move into the 

medical devices and pharmaceutical industry.” 

Izak Minnie 
 

School of Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, 
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South 

Africa 
 

“I am currently completing my Chemical Engineering 
bachelors, previous studies include BSc and BSc 
Honours in chemistry, both completed with distinction. 
My research projects have included organic synthesis 
of UV absorbent xanthones from cashew nut shell 
liquid, photocatalytic degradation of paracetamol and 
most recently transport properties of hollow fiber 
membrane dialyzers for emergency respiratory 
support.” 

 
 

 
The Use of Hollow Fibre Membrane Dialyzers in a Liquid-Liquid Configuration for Respiratory 

Support 
 

Izak Minnie, Stewart Gibson, Neil Stacey 
 

Conventional ECMO utilizes a gas-to-liquid transfer regime to oxygenate blood from a stream of oxygen gas. 
This work serves as an exploratory study of the liquid-to-liquid transfer of dissolved gases, which may prove 
advantageous for general applications of ECMO as it potentially allows for higher partial pressures of oxygen 
as well as the use of isotonic solutions as a means of improving patient hemostability on ECMO. This concept 
is of particular interest to an ongoing project at Wits which has investigated the use of repurposed hollow 
fiber membrane dialyzers as a means of providing emergency respiratory support using existing equipment. 
The liquid-liquid regime mass transfer properties of the HFMDs were investigated by determining the mass 
transfer coefficients of CO2 and salt through the membrane as well as the sieving coefficient and leakage 
rate. Three cartridge types (high flux Braun, low flux Braun and Leoceed 21N) were investigated using a liquid- 
liquid configuration with carbonated or saline water used as a blood substitute in contact with distilled water. 
The high flux cartridge demonstrated a high leakage rate making it unsuitable for the proposed use. The two 
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low flux cartridges demonstrated adequate CO2 removal of 75.8% and 64.4% of the recommended 200 
ml/min for the Braun and Leoceed cartridges, respectively. All three cartridges displayed sieving coefficients 
close to 1, indicating a high rate of salt transfer and subsequent need for solute balance in the final 
application. The results of this work showed a higher mass transfer coefficient for the liquid-liquid transfer 
regime than was observed in prior studies using a gas-liquid transfer regime. This is a remarkable result 
suggesting that a liquid-liquid configuration is not just useful for emergency respiratory support but could 
outperform existing ECMO techniques. Further study into the use of liquid-liquid HFMD for respiratory 
support using blood and conditions more representative of the final intended use is warranted. 
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Development Of A PEEP (CATPUL) Valve For Ventilators: A Computational Approach. 
 

Uchenna Ogemdi Okwuosa, Oscar Philander 
 

The major manifestation of the Covid-19 virus is the acute respiratory syndrome. This brought about the 
massive need for respiratory support devices. The pandemic caused shortage of these critical devices such 
as PEEP valve which every ventilator must have to make supporting covid-19 patients possible. PEEP valve is 
used to create a positive exhalation end pressure to prevent the patient’s lungs from collapsing. This paper 
presents the developed a CATPUL PEEP valve designed to meet the South African and African continent local 
market. The CAD model of an Ambu PEEP valve and the CATPUL was designed with SolidWorks and CFD 
analysis was performed using Simscale software to characterise and compare the result of the two valves. The 
result of Ambu valve at 2mm valve opening was 1931 Pa pressure and29.74 m/s maximum flow velocity and 
the CATPUL recorded a maximum pressure of 1937 Pa and 29.77 m/s maximum velocity at the same valve 
opening. This shows that the designed valve outperformed the one in the market in terms of flow across the 
valve based on the computational analysis. 
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“A versatile and professional engineer with a commitment to and experience in problem solving and critical 
thinking. I have an aptitude for systems thinking and cross innovation across multidisciplinary areas 

(chemical engineering, industrial engineering, manufacturing, lean six sigma and now 
biomedical/mechatronic engineering). Currently in possession of a Bsc. Chemical Engineering degree and 

in the process of completing my MSc. Mechatronics engineering degree from UKZN (completion year: 
2021). Interests lie in cutting edge technology, modelling, analytics and innovation with a keen interest in 

integrating engineering with other fields such as the medical sector. My dissertation is focused on creating 
a smart IOT based healthcare monitoring system utilizing ML and Fuzzy expert systems for diagnostics” 

 
Systems Integration Of A Smart IOT Based Tele-monitoring System 

 
Pragesh Govender, Riaan Stopforth, Elisha Didam Markus, Sudesh Sivarasu, Clive Hands 

 
Due to the overburden on healthcare resources, there is a need to invest in internet of things (IOT) based 
telemonitoring devices that can remotely monitor and diagnose patients without constant supervision by 
health practitioners. Current commercial and research around this area fail to create a comprehensive IOT 
based system with deficits in the sensing layer and model consumption phase being an underlying concern. 
This gap was closed through the development of an IOT based system consisting of a multi-faceted wireless 
body access network (WBAN), cloud integration and two application layers (mobile and web based). A stroke 
prediction model based on a binary classification technique was developed yielding an accuracy of 92%. Two 
additional FL models utilizing a unique combination of sensory inputs were then developed to predict patient 
health status both with accuracies above 80%. GPS tracking on the patient's phone was used to allow doctors 
to track and dispense ambulatory services in cases of emergencies. Overall the developed system was able 
to possess around 15 of the features common in most wearable health device systems at a reduced cost 
thereby successfully achieving the desired outcomes of this research. 
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“I graduated from UCT in a BSc Mechanical and Mechatronics engineering with first class honours. I have 
mentored first years and been a tutor throughout my undergraduate degree. I am currently studying my 

master's in Biomedical Engineering at UCT, in the development of a High Flow Nasal Oxygen system 
(HFNO). I am currently employed for part-time in Market research for the UCvenT Non-Invasive Ventilator 

team.” 
 

The Design And Development Of An Affordable High Flow Nasal Oxygen Device: A Functional 
Analysis 

 
Brandon Reabow, Keertan Dheda, Sudesh Sivarasu 

 
 

High Flow Nasal Oxygen (HFNO) medical devices are utilized to non-invasively oxygenate Coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19) and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) patients with mechanisms of 
clinical benefit. Most recently, HFNO has proven to be effective against hypoxemic symptoms by providing a 
range of oxygen concentration levels (FiO2) and aims to improve patient compliance and comfort with 
heating and humidification of inspiratory gases. HFNO has been shown in studies to be feasible in resource- 
constrained settings, relying on an affordable solution to drive an increase in number of supplied devices to 
healthcare facilities to effectively treat patients’ independent of intensive care units (ICU). Therefore, a proof 
of concept was developed under an iterative design approach. Additionally, the solution was functionally 
tested to determine levels of verification in technical specifications and validation in addressing clinician and 
patient needs. The solution was able to achieve associated 10 - 60 l/min flow rates; stable FiO2 from 50 - 
100% (with a minimum of 40%); and inspiratory gas temperatures and humidity of up to 40 0C and 90% 
relative humidity (RH). Further design and development needs to be conducted to output a high performing 
medical device. 
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MediVentors Book: Medical  
Devices Innovation for Africa: Enabling  

Industrialization 
 
 
 

The proceedings from the MediVentors Lions’ Den Event will be collated into a book called 
Medical Devices Innovation for Africa: Enabling Industrialization. This book will be 
published on UCT open library and can be found in the link below. The proceedings will 
provide immediate open access to its content on the principle that making research freely 
available to the public supports a greater global exchange of knowledge. The full 
conference proceedings will be published on 31 March 2022. 

 
Link: 

https://openbooks.uct.ac.za/uct/catalog/book/40 
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